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the books swiftly, you can straight get it. Its suitably definitely easy and so
fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this circulate

The Gambia Philip Briggs 2017-11-21 With 16 well-researched chapters and 26
useful maps, this new thoroughly updated second edition of Bradt's The Gambia
remains the most comprehensive guide available in any language to what is the
smallest country on mainland Africa. Significant development has taken place in
recent years and this new edition offers all the latest updates, including new
restaurants and hotels, detailed coverage of the many new eco lodges and camps
that have sprung up, information on festivals, music workshops and
opportunities to experience the unique local culture, and informed advice about
birdwatching possibilities in a country very popular with first-time birders to
Africa. As well as encompassing the popular coastal resorts, the guide also
provides all the detailed information required to explore the relatively
undeveloped interior, making it ideal for both visitors on organised packaged
holidays and independent travellers alike. Bradt's The Gambia reveals all the
background and practical information needed to explore arguably Africa's most
welcoming and safest country with its plethora of beach resorts ¬ catering to
all tastes and budgets ¬ that line the 80km stretch of tropical coastline
running from the capital Banjul to the remote southern border. Small in size
but rich in African character, The Gambia offers perhaps the closest Englishspeaking 'winter sun' destination from Europe. Justifiably popular with
birdwatchers, the lush mangrove- and jungle-fringed river is also home to
crocodiles, hippos, chimpanzees and a variety of monkeys. Historic attractions
include the mysterious megalithic stone circles at Wassu and Ker Batch, and the
fortified James Island and former slave-trading village of Juffureh (to where
Alex Haley traced his ancestry in the book and TV programme Roots) - all of
which form part of the country's two UNESCO World Heritage Sites and offer rich
pickings to moderately adventurous travellers. All in all, Bradt's The Gambia
is the perfect companion for discovering this safe, welcoming and decidedly
tourist-friendly English-speaking country which makes for an ideal short-stay
introduction to the unique atmosphere of Africa.
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Bradt Svalbard Andreas Umbreit 2013-05-13 This stunningly gorgeous, seriously
remote Arctic archipelago is about as far from civilization as you can get in
Europe. Permafrost freezes the ground up to half a kilometre in depth, while
winter temperatures can drop to over 40 below zero. But Svalbard's glorious
mountains, majestic fjords and sprawling valleys are the perfect setting for
adventurous journeys out to the back of beyond - by snowmobile, snowshoe or
Siberian husky. Much of David Attenborough's BBC documentary Frozen Planet was
shot on and around Svalbard. This new edition includes extensive information on
the history, wildlife and landscape of this unique destination with detailed
information on national parks and areas of exploration unavailable in other
books. It is essential reading for visitors to the region and serves as an
introduction to scientists, journalists, politicians and polar enthusiasts.
Seeds on Ice Cary Fowler 2016-09-06 The remarkable story of the Global Seed
Vault--and the valiant effort to save the past and the future of agriculture
Closer to the North Pole than to the Arctic Circle, on an island in a remote
Norwegian archipelago, lies a vast global seed bank buried within a frozen
mountain. At the end of a 130-meter long tunnel chiseled out of solid stone is
a room filled with humanity’s precious treasure, the largest and most diverse
seed collection ever assembled: more than a half billion seeds containing the
world’s most prized crops, a safeguard against catastrophic starvation. The
Global Seed Vault, a visionary model of international collaboration, is the
brainchild of Cary Fowler, renowned scientist, conservationist, and
biodiversity advocate. In SEEDS ON ICE, Fowler tells for the first time the
comprehensive inside story of how the "doomsday seed vault” came to be, while
the breathtaking photographs offer a stunning guided tour not only of the
private vault, but of the windswept beauty and majesty of Svalbard and the
enchanting community of people inLongyearbyen. With growing evidence that
unchecked climate change will seriously undermine food production and threaten
the diversity of crops around the world, SEEDS ON ICE offers a personal and
passionate reminder that we shouldn’t take our reliance on the world of plants
for granted--and that, in a very real sense, the future of the human race rides
on this frozen and indispensable biodiversity.
The World of the Polar Bear Norbert Rosing 2010 Presents a season-by-season
account of the life of polar bears, including hunting, mating, rearing cubs,
and journeying to and from the ice.
Islands of the Arctic Julian Dowdeswell 2002-11-25 A visually stunning
exploration of the Arctic islands, which includes Greenland, Svalbard, and the
Russian Arctic, traces the various processes that have formed these frozen
landscapes; examines the impact of wildlife and human involvement on these
environments; and discusses the future of the islands. (Ecology & Environment)
Resurrection Science M. R. O'Connor 2015-09-15 This colorful trip to the edge
of biology and ethics examines how conservation and technology is putting
humans at the helm of evolution
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State of the Arctic Marine Biodiversity Report Circumpolar Biodiversity
Monitoring Program 2017 « This is the first report of the Circumpolar
Biodiversity Monitoring Program (CBMP) to summarize status and trends in biotic
elements in the arctic marine environment. The effort has identified knowledge
gaps in circumpolar biodiversity monitoring. CBMP is the cornerstone program of
Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF). »-Sierra Leone Katrina Manson 2009-05-15 This is the only guide, in any language,
devoted solely to Sierra Leone. Armed conflict ended here in 2002; while still
poor, the country is safe and offers tremendous opportunities for Englishspeaking travellers. This guide gives details and maps of its miles of palmfringed beaches that are among the best in West Africa. It covers deep-sea
fishing and wreck diving, snorkelling, canoeing and white-water rafting. It
tells travellers how to island hop between Plantain Island, Banana Islands and
Turtle Islands, and provides maps of hiking trails into the Nimini Hills, Bora
Mountains and Gola Forest. Wildlife enthusiasts will learn where to see rare
pygmy hippos, dwarf crocodiles, whales, lions and elephants; while cultural
tourists are led to slaving landmarks including Bunce Island, site of the
former slave fortress, and the funky city of Freetown.
The Big Book of Layouts David E. Carter 2009-06-16 A collection of the latest
layout designs and ideas for amateur and professional graphic designers.
Organized so as to encourage creativity, serendipitous discovery, and
inspiration, THE BIG BOOK OF LAYOUTS includes techniques that can be used to
enhance any layout. It provides insights into the elements that make layouts
effective. It covers a range of styles, from traditional to cutting edge, that
were selected to help designers think more creatively and be more productive.
With more than 750 outstanding layouts featured in a robust visual gallery with
detailed descriptive information, this book provides a thorough look at what
goes into an effective layout design.
Ukraine Andrew Evans 2013 A new edition of the most comprehensive guide to
Ukraine, featuring practical information and in-depth culture and history.
The Arctic Guide Sharon Chester 2016-09-06 The definitive full-color field
guide to Arctic wildlife The Arctic Guide presents the traveler and naturalist
with a portable, authoritative guide to the flora and fauna of earth's
northernmost region. Featuring superb color illustrations, this one-of-a-kind
book covers the complete spectrum of wildlife—more than 800 species of plants,
fishes, butterflies, birds, and mammals—that inhabit the Arctic’s polar
deserts, tundra, taiga, sea ice, and oceans. It can be used anywhere in the
entire Holarctic region, including Norway’s Svalbard archipelago, Siberia, the
Russian Far East, islands of the Bering Sea, Alaska, the Canadian Arctic, and
Greenland. Detailed species accounts describe key identification features,
size, habitat, range, scientific name, and the unique characteristics that
enable these organisms to survive in the extreme conditions of the Far North. A
color distribution map accompanies each species account, and alternative names
in German, French, Norwegian, Russian, Inuit, and Inupiaq are also provided.
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Features superb color plates that allow for quick identification of more than
800 species of plants, fishes, butterflies, birds, and mammals Includes
detailed species accounts and color distribution maps Covers the flora and
fauna of the entire Arctic region
Faroe Islands James Proctor 2016-05-05 The Faroes are 18 North Atlantic islands
which since 1948 have been an autonomous region of Denmark. The islands offer
opportunities for hiking, exploring traditional fjordside villages, cycling
around remote valleys or watching the 300 or so bird species. This book offers
a guide for travellers to the islands
Guide to Spitsbergen Andreas Umbreit 1997
DK Eyewitness Norway DK Eyewitness 2019-03-19 Epic and idyllic, Norway is a
country of contrasts. Whether you want to hike around 'the Home of the Giants'
in Jotunheimen, hit the slopes at Hafjell or hunker down in a remote cabin,
your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that Norway has
to offer. With its dramatic coastline, unspoiled mountain ranges and phenomenal
fjords, Norway is home to some of Europe's most spectacular landscapes. While
adventure awaits in the wilderness, the cosmopolitan cities offer superlative
museums, world-class cuisine and cutting-edge architecture. Our newly updated
guide brings Norway to life, transporting you there like no other travel guide
does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed information on all the mustsee sights, inspiring photography and our trademark illustrations. You'll
discover: - our pick of the Norway's must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay - detailed maps and walks which
make navigating the country easy - easy-to-follow itineraries - expert advice:
get ready, get around and stay safe - color-coded chapters to every part of
Norway, from Vestlandet to Sørlandet, Telemark to Trøndelag Travelling around
Scandinavia? Try our DK Eyewitness Sweden and DK Eyewitness Denmark.
Madagascar Daniel Austin 2017-08-17 A new, thoroughly updated 12th edition of
Bradt's Madagascar, the leading and most comprehensive guide to this unique
island nation, written by Hilary Bradt, who first visited in 1976 and has
returned roughly 35 times, and Daniel Austin, who has visited 12 times and
continues to travel there annually. Bradt's Madagascar is by far the most
thorough guide to the country in English and is written and updated by
established experts whose unparalleled knowledge of Madagascar combines with
contributions from over 50 experts in a book which has been the most
authoritative guide to the country for three decades. It covers national parks
and protected areas and includes itineraries to suit all interests and budgets,
plus details of around 1,000 hotels and restaurants. Madagascar is like nowhere
else on earth. It is fascinating not only zoologically and botanically, but
culturally, linguistically, historically and geologically. This vast island is
the fourth largest in the world and also the oldest. This is part of the reason
why it has evolved into an incredible hotspot for biodiversity, with a truly
unique flora and fauna that is more than 80% endemic to the island, and with
new species being described virtually on a daily basis. Madagascar is also the
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only place where you can see wild lemurs. Almost a quarter of the world's 450or-so primates exist only here. With Bradt's Madagascar you can visit tropical
rainforest and seek out its incredible flora and fauna; explore the
otherworldly eroded limestone spires, most famously at Tsingy de Bemaraha
National Park - Madagascar's most striking landscape; discover the beachfringed islands around Nosy Be with their fabulous scuba diving, snorkelling,
kayaking, whale-watching and fishing opportunities; and make the most of a host
of adventuring and sporting possibilities, including surfing, windsurfing,
kitesurfing, rock climbing, tree climbing, caving, river trips, mountain
biking, distance running, quad biking, trekking and hiking. Also covered are
the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Ambohimanga; the renowned Avenue des Baobabs,
one of the country's most photographed scenes, and information on the best
birdwatching spots: Madagascar has almost 300 avian species, with a high
proportion of endemics, including five whole endemic families.
The Arctic Tony Soper 2019-05-05 An engaging and beautifully illustrated fullcolour guide to some of the most exciting wildlife in the world in an area
about to see a significant increase in visitor numbers as a direct result of
changes in the ice cover of the Arctic Ocean. Bradt's Arctic Wildlife is an
ideal companion on board and on shore. A fascinating and informative read.
Visitors to the far north cruise the Arctic coast in the company of humpback
whales and belugas, see polar bears hunt ringed seals, and come in contact with
a host of shorebirds and wildfowl gorging on the abundance of summer food. This
revised edition includes new illustrations, a section covering the distinct
flora and fauna of the Bering Sea and the revised version of the Arctic Code of
Conduct. Tony Soper's expert knowledge is richly supplemented with full-colour
illustrations by award-winning wildlife artist Dan Powell.
Norway Judy Lomax 2022-07-28 This well-established cruising guide covers the
coast of Norway northwards from the Swedish border in the Skagerrak around the
North Cape to the Russian border. It includes coverage of the Lofoten and
Vesterålen islands, the Arctic archipelago of Svalbard and the remote volcanic
island of Jan Mayen. Author Judy Lomax continues to sail this beguiling
coastline of majestic fjords and multiple islands and uses her extensive
network of contacts, built up over more than 30 years, to help monitor changes
in the region. This fourth edition incorporates numerous updates to her
previous work and expands on the detail for some areas such as the Oslo Fjord
and the Telemark Canal. There is a wealth of new photographs and revised Imray
plans throughout. Whether you are on a private vessel or one of the many ships
cruising this stunningly beautiful region, Norway is a trusted and proven
companion. "Any yachtsman even contemplating a visit to this loveliest of
cruising areas could be considered negligent if he did not buy this book". RHR, Cruising "...The author finds it difficult to avoid superlatives when
talking about Norwegian scenery. I find it equally difficult to avoid
superlatives when talking about this book. I am impressed. Also most Norwegians
may learn a lot of facts from this excellent book. This will remain a classic,
and will come in new editions in the foreseeable future..." Customer feedback
“For anyone sailing in Norwegian waters this book is an absolute must. It is
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the perfect example of a truly excellent pilot from which practically nothing
can be found missing.” Christine Holroyd, Cruising Association magazine.
Tajikistan Sophie Ibbotson 2017-12-04 This new, thoroughly updated second
edition of the most practical guide to Central Asia's smallest and least
understood country brings to life the 'Roof of the World': Tajikistan. Enhanced
trekking details and maps are included, along with more detailed practical
information than any other guidebook. Travelling to and entering Tajikistan is
easier than ever before with improved transport infrastructure and a new
airport terminal in the capital, Dushanbe. Accommodation options in the capital
have also improved with new high-end hotels now open for business. This new
edition includes details of all such changes and improvements. With this guide
you can explore the Tajik side of the Wakhan Corridor, complete with
fortresses, petroglyphs, and stunning views of the Pamirs and Hindu Kush. Also
covered are the Fann Mountains, easily the most accessible - and one of the
most beautiful - mountain ranges in Tajikistan, the UNESCO World Heritage Sites
of Sarazm and the Tajik National Park, the hot springs of Garm Chashma, and the
Tajikistan section (which forms the majority) of the Pamir Highway, arguably
the most spectacular drive in the world. Epic mountain landscapes, glacial
lakes, and the mighty Amu Darya - the Oxus River of antiquity - encircle
ancient Buddhist sites, Silk Road trading posts, medieval shrines, and planned
Soviet cities alike. The modern population continues to draw upon its diverse
heritage from Persia, China, Afghanistan and Russia, creating a complex and
intriguing culture waiting to be discovered. With first-hand descriptions of
everything from Sogdian ruins to playing the traditional sport of buz kashi,
trekking on the Murghab Plateau and eating shashlik in garden tea houses,
Tajikistan's expert authors bring the country alive in Bradt's new and fully
updated edition.
Spitsbergen Andreas Umbreit 2009 The Norwegian Arctic archipelago of
Spitsbergen is an antidote to modern-day life and a prime destination for
adventure travelers. This guide introduces eco-travelers to a fascinating part
of the world, with its intriguing land features and the magical display of
northern lights that make it ideal for cruises, wilderness exploration,
wildlife watching and extreme sports. The guide is packed with essential
information on travel preparations and local knowledge for those braving the
Arctic elements.
Whole School Curriculum Development In The Primary School Jennifer Nias
2005-08-04 First published in 1992. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
The Arctic and World Order Kristina Spohr 2021-01-26 The Arctic, long described
as the world’s last frontier, is quickly becoming our first frontier—the front
line in a world of more diffuse power, sharper geopolitical competition, and
deepening interdependencies between people and nature. A space of often-bitter
cold, the Arctic is the fastest-warming place on earth. It is humanity’s canary
in the coal mine—an early warning sign of the world’s climate crisis. The
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Arctic “regime” has pioneered many innovative means of governance among oftencontentious state and non-state actors. Instead of being the “last white dot on
the map,” the Arctic is where the contours of our rapidly evolving world may
first be glimpsed. In this book, scholars and practitioners—from Anchorage to
Moscow, from Nuuk to Hong Kong—explore the huge political, legal, social,
economic, geostrategic and environmental challenges confronting the Arctic
regime, and what this means for the future of world order.
True North Gavin Francis 2011-07-01 'A great web of interconnecting sagas' The Scotsman 'True North is a wonder-voyage - an immrama - out into the
landscape of the northern regions, but also into the mindscape of those many
travellers who have been drawn irresistibly northwards over the millennia.
Fluent, subtle, tough and often beautiful, True North stands alongside Peter
Davidson's The Idea of North and Joanna Kavenna's The Ice Museum as a
significant recent addition to the Arctic canon' - Robert Macfarlane 'A deep
empathy with the land and its history runs like a golden thread through every
chapter of True North.' - Sara Wheeler, The Spectator Gavin Francis is an
accomplished teller of traveller's tales. His nuanced, often witty,
observations of the people and places he encounters mean True North really gets
under the skin of Europe's magical north' - Sunday Herald The stark, vast
beauty of the remote Arctic Europe landscape has been the focus of human
exploration for thousands of years. In this striking blend of travel writing,
history and mythology, Gavin Francis offers a unique portrait of the northern
fringes of Europe. His journey begins in the Shetland Isles, takes him to the
Faroes, Iceland, Greenland, Svalbard and on to Lapland. Following in the
footsteps of the region's early pioneers, Francis observes how the region has
adapted to the 21st century, giving an observed insight into the lives of
people he encounters along the way. As with all the best travel writing, "True
North" is an engaging, compassionate tale of self-discovery, whilst blending
historical and contemporary narratives in the tradition of Bruce Chatwin and
Robert Macfarlane.
Mrs. Keppel and Her Daughter Diana Souhami 2014-10-14 Alice Keppel, the married
lover of Queen Victoria's eldest son and great-grandmother to Camilla ParkerBowles, was a key figure in Edwardian society. Hers was the acceptable face of
adultery. Discretion was her hallmark. It was her art to be the king's mistress
and yet to laud the Royal Family and the institution of marriage. Formidable
and manipulative, her attentions to the king brought her wealth, power, and
status. Her daughter Violet Trefusis had a long tempestuous affair with the
author and aristocrat Vita Sackville-West, during which Vita left her husband
and two sons to travel abroad with Violet. It was a liaison that threatened the
fabric of Violet's social world, and her passion and recalcitrance in pursuit
of it pitted her against her mother and society. From memoirs, diaries, and
letters, Diana Souhami portrays this fascinating and intense mother/daughter
relationship in Mrs. Keppel and Her Daughter. Her story of these women, their
lovers, and their lovers' mothers, highlights Edwardian - and contemporary duplicity and double standards and goes to the heart of questions about sexual
freedoms.
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Mammals and Birds as Bioindicators of Trace Element Contaminations in
Terrestrial Environments Elżbieta Kalisińska 2019-03-01 The population
explosion that began in the 1960s has been accompanied by a decrease in the
quality of the natural environment, e.g. pollution of the air, water and soil
with essential and toxic trace elements. Numerous poisonings of people and
animals with highly toxic anthropogenic Hg and Cd in the 20th century prompted
the creation of the abiotic environment, mainly in developed countries.
However, the system is insufficient for long-term exposure to low
concentrations of various substances that are mainly ingested through food and
water. This problem could be addressed by the monitoring of sentinels –
organisms that accumulate trace elements and as such reflect the rate and
degree of environmental pollution. Usually these are long-lived vertebrates –
herbivorous, omnivorous and carnivorous birds and mammals, especially game
species. This book describes the responses of the sentinels most commonly used
in ecotoxicological studies to 17 trace elements.
Beastly Journeys Jennifer Barclay 2018-06-05 David Attenborough, Dion Leonard
(Finding Gobi), Dervla Murphy and Brian Jackman are just four of the authors
whose work features in this new anthology from Bradt focusing on true stories
about travelling with animals. In Beastly Journeys, there are 46 tales of
extraordinary animal travel experiences, from hilarious holidays with pets to
journeys on which wild animals somehow came along for the ride, including:
David Attenborough tries to get an armadillo through Paraguayan customs;
adventurer Ash Dykes takes a white cockerel to Maromokotro to ward off evil
spirits; Mike Gerrard shares a car journey from Belsize Park to Canvey Island
with a python; Brian Jackman rides, walks and swims with Abu the elephant;
Bradt New Travel Writer of the Year Dom Tulett rows with a kingfisher; and John
Rendall travels to Africa with Christian, the lion he bought at Harrods and
raised in west London. Also included is a brand new piece of writing from
ultramarathon runner Dion Leonard about his experience with Gobi, the stray dog
who accompanied him for 80 miles over the treacherous Tian Shian mountains. A
mix of new, previously unpublished writers and old favourites are included,
with extracts from writers such as Mark Shand (Travels on my Elephant), Dervla
Murphy (Eight Feet in the Andes) and Robert Louis Stevenson (Travels with a
Donkey), not to mention Gerald Durrell, 19th-century explorer Isabella Bird and
renowned publisher Michael Joseph. Compelling, engaging, surprising, humorous
and entertaining. if this book proves one thing it's that travel with animals
is every bit as unpredictable as you would expect it to be.
The Fellowship of Ghosts
recounts his recent solo
describing the beautiful
by thousand-foot cliffs,
printing.

Paul Watkins 2007 The author of Stand Before Your God
journeys on foot through Norway's mountains,
country, with its blue snowfields and valleys bordered
as well as the harsh terrain. Reprint. 15,000 first

Polar Bears Ian Stirling 1998 Describes the characteristics and behavior of the
polar bear, explains how scientists study them, and discuss conservation and
interaction with humans
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Albania Gillian Gloyer 2008 Written by an insider and Albania enthusiast, the
Bradt guide to Albania takes a fresh look at how and where to explore the
heritage of this hidden corner of eastern Europe. The guide includes cycling
routes and hikers' trails to help independent travelers make the most of the
Mediterranean countryside and there are up-to-date details on outdoor
activities, wildlife and history. Albania's archaeological treasures are well
covered, including the ancient city of Butrint and hilltop site of Byllis.
Mexican Agriculture 1521-1630 Andre Gunder Frank 1979 `The conquerors wanted
Indian labour, the crown Indian subjects, the friars Indian souls.' Thus the
importance of the natives of Mexico to their Spanish conquerors has been
described. In this book Andre Gunder Frank examines the dramatic impact of
Spanish rule on Mexican society and agriculture, in terms of the demands of
world capitalist development. Mr Frank traces the rapid transformation of the
dominant institutions of Mexican labour organization which occurred after the
Spanish conquest of the Aztec empire in 1521: from a form of slavery, which
lasted until 1533, through various forms of forced labour (the encomienda and
the catequil or mica), to the establishment, after 1575, of the hacienda, with
large-scale latifundia lands worked by serf-like ganan labour.
Out in the Cold Bill Murray 2017-03-20 An inspired tale of high adventure, Out
in the Cold is Bill Murray's vivid portrait of adventure across the vast
Northern Atlantic from the Arctic north of Norway to Nova Scotia. Murray begins
in pursuit of a total solar eclipse in Svalbard, 800 miles from the North Pole.
He tests the culinary appeal of wind-dried sheep in the tiny Faroe Islands,
befriends Inuit bone carvers in Greenland and camps with an itinerant Italian
musician who dreams of building Greenland's first luxury resort. He stands
naked and freezing on an Icelandic glacier and later (with his clothes on), on
the wind-battered Canadian bog where the first European stood 500 years before
Columbus. With a light touch, wry analysis and remarkable depth of reportage,
Bill Murray weaves high adventure with practical science and absorbing history,
taking the pulse of an under-explored, fragile region on the precipice of
change. By turns evocative, astonishing and always a jolly good ride, Out in
the Cold is a sprawling and rewarding tour of the Atlantic northlands today.
Understanding Present and Past Arctic Environments Neloy Khare 2021-08-20
Understanding Present and Past Arctic Environments: An Integrated Approach from
Climate Change Perspectives provides a fully comprehensive overview of the
past, present and future outlook for this incredibly diverse and important
region. Through a series of contributed chapters, the book explores changes to
this environment that are attributed to the effects of climate change. The book
explores the current effects climate change has had on Arctic environments and
ecosystems, our current understanding of the effects climate change is having,
the effects climate change is having on the atmospheric and ocean processes in
this region. The Arctic region is predicted to experience the earliest and most
pronounced global warming response to human-induced climatic change, thus a
better understanding is vital. Presents a thorough understanding of the Arctic,
it’s past, present and future Provides an integrated assessment of the Arctic
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climate system, recognizing that a true understanding of its functions lies in
appreciating the interactions and linkages among its various components Brings
together many of the world's leading Arctic researchers to describe this
diverse environment and its ecology
Scandinavica Elias Bredsdorff 1998
Liberia Anne Kennedy 2015-01-20 Liberia has once again emerged as the
adventurer’s choice destination after decades of instability. Founded by freed
American slaves in 1822, Africa’s oldest republic is now embracing tourism.
Whether tracking down the last of the world’s pygmy hippos or surfing along
stretches of deserted beaches, Liberia will entice curious and adventurous
visitors. Bradt’s Liberia is a unique title being the only dedicated travel
guide to the country. With a detailed section on forest hikes, including firsthand advice, and chapters on history and culture, it is the definitive guide
for backpackers and business travelers alike. Author Anne Kennedy is a
communications consultant who currently lives and works in West Africa.
Ernst Kantorowicz Robert E. Lerner 2018-09-11 This is the first complete
biography of Ernst Kantorowicz (1895–1963), an influential German-American
medieval historian whose colorful life intersected with many of the great
events and thinkers of his time. Born into a wealthy Prussian-Jewish family, he
fought in World War I—earning an Iron Cross and an Iron Crescent—before being
sent home following an affair with a general’s mistress. Though he was an
ardent German nationalist during the Weimar period, after the Nazis came to
power he bravely spoke out against the regime before an overflowing crowd in
Frankfurt. He narrowly avoided arrest after Kristallnacht, fleeing to England
and then the United States, where he joined the faculty at Berkeley, only to be
fired in 1950 for refusing to sign an anticommunist “loyalty oath.” From there,
he “fell up the ladder” to Princeton’s Institute for Advanced Study, where he
wrote his masterwork, The King’s Two Bodies. Drawing on many new sources,
including numerous interviews and unpublished letters, Robert E. Lerner tells
the story of a major intellectual whose life and times were as fascinating as
his work.
Resurrection Science M. R. O'Connor 2015-09-15 **A Library Journal Best Book of
2015 ** **A Christian Science Monitor Top Ten Book of September** In a world
dominated by people and rapid climate change, species large and small are
increasingly vulnerable to extinction. In Resurrection Science, journalist M.
R. O'Connor explores the extreme measures scientists are taking to try and save
them, from captive breeding and genetic management to de-extinction.
Paradoxically, the more we intervene to save species, the less wild they often
become. In stories of sixteenth-century galleon excavations, panther-tracking
in Florida swamps, ancient African rainforests, Neanderthal tool-making, and
cryogenic DNA banks, O'Connor investigates the philosophical questions of an
age in which we "play god" with earth's biodiversity. Each chapter in this
beautifully written book focuses on a unique species--from the charismatic
northern white rhinoceros to the infamous passenger pigeon--and the people
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entwined in the animals' fates. Incorporating natural history and evolutionary
biology with conversations with eminent ethicists, O'Connor's narrative goes to
the heart of the human enterprise: What should we preserve of wilderness as we
hurtle toward a future in which technology is present in nearly every aspect of
our lives? How can we co-exist with species when our existence and their
survival appear to be pitted against one another?
Great Events from History Robert F. Gorman 2007 Presents essays arranged in
chronological order on key world events that occurred in such areas as
politics, science, medicine, communications, literature, music, philosophy, and
international affairs during the first forty years of the twentieth century.
The Aztec Treasure House Evan S. Connell 2003 [The author's] portraits of
visionaries and eccentrics are, in the words of the critic Grover Sales,
"celebrations of man's insatiable drive to probe unknown frontiers [that] read
like superb novels." His subjects are people of passion and purpose, events of
legend and desire. He offers stories of the Anasazi Indians, the "old ones" of
the southwestern desert; of the grand explorers Marco Polo, Columbus, El
Dorado, Magellan, Ibn Batuta; and of heretics, fanatics, scientists, cranks and
geniuses. There are tales of fabulous advances made in anthropology,
archaeology, astronomy and linguistics. In all, twenty essays appear in [this
book].-http://www.counterpointpress.com
A bibliography on the imagined North Daniel Chartier 2007
Tanzania Safari Guide Philip Briggs 2017-07-21 Tanzania embodies the best of
Africa, with renowned attractions such as Mount Kilimanjaro, lakes Victoria and
Tanganyika and the plains of the Serengeti. This title includes information on
safaris and an illustrated guide to local species
Svalbard Roger Norum 2018-05-03 The Bradt guide to Svalbard (Spitsbergen),
including Franz Josef Land and Jan Mayen, is a unique, standalone guidebook to
this evocative Arctic archipelago, a place that is plunged into darkness for
four months each year and where there are 4,000 snow scooters for a population
of just 2,500. This new sixth edition has been thoroughly updated throughout
and offers new material on everything from adventure tours to accommodation,
environmental change to restaurants. Also covered are the restoration of
Barentsburg and the opening of Svalbard's historic mines to visitors. Newly
updated and amended, this edition reflects important recent changes in the
archipelago, making it the perfect guide to a quintessential bucket-list
destination. Possibly the most remote destination in the developed world,
Svalbard is as off the beaten track as you can get in Europe today. A
destination where there are more polar bears than people, Svalbard is the
planet's most northerly settled land and the top (if not the end) of the world.
It was on and around Svalbard that most of David Attenborough' Frozen Planet
was filmed. A trip to Svalbard easily lends itself to notching up geographic
superlatives (most northerly kebab, most northerly souvenir shop, etc) and
adventurous travellers seek out experiences such as husky driving and hikes
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across the permafrost, charmed by the island law that requires everyone to
carry a rifle anywhere outside of Longyearbyen, a constant reminder of
Svalbard's 3,000-strong polar bear population. The main tourist period falls in
Svalbard's brief summer, from June to August, when it's light around the clock
and not very cold. However, increasingly popular for winter sports - especially
because the next few years will enjoy unusually high Northern Lights activity are the so-called 'light winter' months (March-May), when there is both
sunlight and snow. The winter season itself (November/December-March) offers
many possibilities for outdoor adventure - and the polar night is an experience
in itself. Despite winter temperatures that can drop to over 40 below zero,
Svalbard's glorious mountains, majestic fjords and sprawling valleys are the
perfect setting for adventurous journeys out to the back of beyond, giving
visitors a unique vantage point on a unique tourist destination. This brand-new
edition of Svalbard provides all of the practical and background information
you'll need to explore this wild place, turning the hostile into the
hospitable. Bradt's Svalbard is written by Roger Norum, an expert in the region
who writes regularly on northern Norway for the press and who teaches Norwegian
language and translation at University College London. He is also a Research
Fellow at the University of Leeds, where he carries out research on the links
between tourism, travel writing and environmental change in the European
Arctic.
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